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New SGA executives sworn into office
Jonathan Mettin
Managing Editor

Nate Clapper, Christopher Haas and
Natalie Anaya were sworn in as the
newest Student Government Association
(SGA) executives last week at the annual
SGA banquet. They take over the roles of
President, Vice President and Treasurer,
respectively. Chief Justice Andrew
Leech is returning to serve the second
year of his two-year term as the head
of the Student Court.
The three new executives take over for
Sara McCook, Brian Gambino and Ryan
Rossi. McCook is graduating with a degree
in Aviation Business Administration
in May, as is Rossi with a degree in
Aerospace Engineering. Gambino now
has no official SGA position.
“We want to open up the door,”
Clapper said. Running on a platform of
being “approachable, visible and committed,” the Clapper ticket defeated
the Kristina Honoré ticket, receiving
more than thrice the votes in the SGA
election two weeks ago.
Clapper has hit the ground running
for next year, already holding two
Executive Board meetings. He acknowledged at the banquet that he has a different leadership style than McCook,
and that “it may take some getting used

to.” He also joked that his military side
– Clapper is in Air Force ROTC – may
come out occasionally.
Clapper inherits an SGA that has
come under fire recently. A recent Avion
survey put the SGA approval rating
at 30 percent, the Student Representative
Board (SRB) did not have enough
candidates run to fill its positions,
and the Student Court is in the middle of hearing impeachment trials
of members of the Student Finance
Board (SFB) and SRB.
Clapper, however, is optimistic that
the SGA will flourish in the coming
year. By increasing communication
within the SGA as well as between the
SGA and the students, he said that the
problems of the students – as well as
potential solutions – can be brought
the
SGAʼs
attention
and
dealt
with accordingly.
The SGA elections also determined next
yearʼs SRB and SFB. The three division
chairs were determined by voting within
the divisions. Touch-N-Go Chairman
Thomas Vergo will continue to serve as
the entertainment divisionʼs head after
being re-elected two weeks ago. Studio
Director Peter Richardson will take over
at the chair of Eagles FM after Will
Robertson graduates in May. The Avion
will elect its summer editor-in-chief
tonight at its banquet.
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Flight Line renovation
postponed for now
ERAU tennis captures region title
THE CLAPPER TICKET WAS sworn into office at the SGA Banquet on April 18. From the left, Nate Clapper, the new SGA
President, Chris Haas, the new SGA Vice President and Natalie Anaya, the new SGA Treasurer. The ticket endorsed an open
door policy with a slogan of “approachable, visible and committed.”

Brian Case

Business Manager
The planned renovation of the Gill
Rob Wilson Flight Complex has been
postponed just weeks before the building
was scheduled to be closed and gutted.
University officials are now working on
several alternative plans, including constructing an entirely new flight complex.
The flight complex renovation plans
had been approved for months, and were
reported in detail in last weekʼs copy of
The Avion (“A new look for the flight
line,” April 18). Those plans were abruptly halted by the Board of Trustees, which
commissioned alternative detailed plans
on a new flight complex.
The original renovation plans required
D building to be closed shortly after

spring classes came to a close. Dispatch
would be moved to a temporary location
in G102, and the entire first floor of D
building would become one large room.
In preparations for the renovation, flight
records has been permanently relocated
to G building, and the former space they
occupied in D building has been gutted.
G102 has had extensive electrical and
wiring work done to support a temporary
dispatch facility.
The decision to postpone the project was made at the spring meeting
of the Board of Trustees March 31.
According to Dr. Thomas Connolly,
Daytona Beach Campus Chancellor,
a decision on the future of the flight
line is expected no later than one or
two months from now.
Please see “RENOVATION,” page A2.

Jordan Clancy
Staff Reporter
Breezing past the first round 5-0
respectively, the menʼs and womenʼs tennis teams came into Saturdayʼs championship matches fired up. Impressively, since
1995 the tennis program has only missed
one National tournament appearance.
“Every team that comes to this tournament knows it is win or go home,” Rachel
Lund told The Avion.
The men took the stage Saturday
morning and walked away from what
seemed to be another day on the courts,
clinching their second consecutive NAIA
XIV championship and third in four
years against Northwood.
“We felt like we were going to win,”

Daytona Beach summer starts with spark

Mislav Hizak said.
Konstantin Lazarov was first to finish
and notching the final ʻWʼ in the book
putting the last nail in Northwoodʼs
coffin was Tomoaki Yasuda as he
rendered his opponent scoreless.
“We did not get nervous because
we practice more than everyone,
we knew we [were] the best prepared,” Yasuda said.
Following the men, the sound
of bats cracking and angry
Bobcat fans in the background
set the mood for the womenʼs
tennis team to do battle against
number-one seeded SCAD.
During doubles, partners Natalie
Anaya and Lindsey Kurtz, Nora Kluge
and Alex Buttazzoni staged a comeback resembling the Buffalo Bills 1999
NFL Wild Card game led by back-up
quarterback Frank Reich.
Only having to win two of the final

three matches, the crowd anxiously waited as the win came down to Kluge, Anaya
and Buttazzoni. After Kluge defeated her
opponent and Anaya fell to a hard-fought
battle, all eyes were drawn to Buttazzoniʼs
court as the fate of the regional title
fell on her shoulders.
Walking in the footsteps of JayZ, Buttazzoni brushed the dirt off
her shoulders, knuckled down
and sealed the deal on the court,
defeating her opponent while
her parents were on the sidelines
watching. The team captured the
Lady Eagles second consecutive
Region XIV Title.
“I couldnʼt have done it without my
teammates,” Buttazzoni said.
“It is pretty fun when you are a dominant team, I appreciate all the hard work
they put in to be at a level above everyone else,” said David Paschal, Menʼs and
Womenʼs Tennis Head Coach.
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SOME FIREFIGHTERS AND POLICE officers responded to the fire behind the Volusia Mall. They worked together to
put out the fire and to close near by streets due to heavy smoke spread by the high winds last Monday. The fire officials
confirmed to Orlando Sentinel that the fire was caused by a piece of Progress Energy equipment malfunction.
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ALEXANDRA BUTTAZZONI, SHOWN ABOVE about to serve, played the last
game the womenʼs regional title depended on. The menʼs and womenʼs team won
their second consecutive Regional XIV Champtionship Title.

10 things to do other
than studying
during finals
Diversions, B2

NASA trying to
make ET test
results work
Space Technology, A5
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Student Activities honors clubs,
organizations at ceremony
Omicron Delta
Kappa again
wins club of
the year
Jonathan Mettin
Managing Editor
The Office of Student Activities
held its annual awards ceremony
last Wednesday, honoring the best
clubs and members from the 132
students organizations on campus.
Omicron Delta Kappa (ODK) was
named Club of the Year for the
second straight year, and were also
honored for their recent Charity
House Project, which raised
money for Habitat for Humanity in
Daytona Beach.
Other clubs picking up notable
awards included the Singapore
International Aerospace Association
(SIAA), who recently set up an
alumni chapter in Singapore and
presented at an expo in that country, and Best Buddies, a club that
pairs college students with mentally
challenged “buddies” and gives
them activities to do together.
Director of Student Activities
Ossie Benitah hosted the ceremony,
which featured a wide variety of

presenters from Chancellor Dr.
Thomas Connolly, Touch-N-Go
Promotions Coordinator Jennifer
Dolence, SGA president Nate
Clapper and Homecoming Queen
Heather Van Antwerp.
The Amateur Astronomy Club
and the Embry-Riddle EMS Club
attained Silver Wing status, the
second-highest level of club in
Student Activities, in their first
year as recognized clubs. A dozen
clubs attained Gold Wing status, the highest level a student
organization can achieve.
Jonathan Hung of SIAA,
Christopher Noth of ODK and Pat
Anderson from the Sport Aviation
Club all received individual honors
for their leadership in their respective organizations.
The National Society of Black
engineers, the Caribbean Students
Association and the African
Students Association were recognized for their collaboration on
putting on Black History Month,
and Up ʼTil Dawn was picked up
by the other clubs as the Peopleʼs
Choice for 2006.
Assistant Director of Student
Activities Amy Vaughan also
recognized all the advisors in the
room, thanking the twenty faculty
and staff members in attendance
who also served as club advisors.
After the ceremony, the presenters, staff and club members
attended a reception in the College
of Aviation atrium.
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DIRECTOR OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES Ossie Benitah at the annual
Student Organization Awards Ceremony. Two new clubs, the EMS Club
and the Amateur Astronomy Club, were honored with silver wing status.

Acafellas rock
Flight Complex
work will continue with spring show
“RENOVATION” from Front

to build on-campus, they will choose
between a stand-alone facility
“Weʼre not going to leave or incorporating the Extended
it in that state,” he said, refer- Campus offices into a new flight
ring to the partially demolished complex. If the Board decides not to
flight records area.
build a new flight complex immediAccording to Connolly, the board ately, the renovations will continue.
decided to place
A new flight
the renovation
complex was
on hold after
not part of the
being notified
recently
prethat NASCAR
sented five-year
We’re not going
plans on evicting
master plan.
to leave it in
Embry-Riddleʼs
Chairman
E x t e n d e d
of the Flight
that state.
C a m p u s
Department
Headquarters.
Frank
Ayers
The Extended
told students via
- DR. CONNOLLY
Campus offices
e-mail Thursday
are
located
that
strong
across from the
industry growth
Speedway in a building owned by has led to increasing discussion on
NASCAR.
growing the flight and Aeronautical
Three options are being promptly Science degree program. This new
considered for a new Extended discussion has forced the Board to
Campus Headquarters. The first reconsider spending money on a
is a new building on land owned renovation of a building that might
by the University south of campus be replaced in a few years.
on Clyde Morris. The University
According to Ayers, the flight
has been slowly accumulating planning area in D building will
land along Clyde Morris for a be expanded into the old flight
planned research park.
records area regardless.
The other two options are on-camStaff Reporter Spencer Conklin
pus buildings. If the Board decides contributed to this report.

“

”

Jordan Clancy
Staff Reporter
Walking past the IC auditorium last
Friday one may have heard music,
voices and chicken noises of all things
coming from the Universityʼs firstclass singing group, the Acafellas.
The showcase concert included
many laughs, a few tears and guest
appearances from the Bellatones,
University of Central Floridaʼs
all-female acapella group.
Performing crowd favorites such as
“Breakfast at Tiffanyʼs,” “Kiss From a
Rose” and “Save Tonight,” along with
a special “Happy Birthday,” sung in
honor of Tim Harperʼs (President)
mother, the crowd sat and sang along
to some oldies but goodies.
The concert was attended by family members, significant others and
community visitors. Newly-elected
Student Government Treasurer Natalie
Anaya and Vice President Chris Haas,
along with assistant basketball coaches Stan Kuliavas and Mike Farrell
were also in attendance.
“This was the show for Friday
night,” Kuliavas exclaimed.
The Acafellas started in the fall
of 2002 with five members, after a
one-man search for any man interested

in becoming involved in an acapella
group. The group first performed
for the homecoming festivities in
2002. After a weekend of performing for alumni receptions and talent
shows, the Acafellasʼ popularity on
campus began to grow.
Today they are made up of nine
caring students who love what they do
including Harper, Steve Mayo, Alec
Mathews, Kyle Sankowicz, Daniel
Mourra, Nick Watson, Jon Dziok,
Josh Booth and Jason Goad.
In 2003, Kevin Snyder and others
began to write an Alma Mater for
Embry-Riddle. Once the Alma Mater
was completed the Acafellas became
one of the exclusive groups to perform
the National Anthem and the ERAU
Alma Mater for graduation, convocation, receptions and other special
ceremonies around the city.
Harper, who will be graduating,
said, looking back, “They have the
potential, the passion and the direction, that will keep them the premiere
singing group on campus.”
Closing appropriately they sang,
“Closing time, every new beginning comes from some other
beginningʼs end. I know who I want
to take me home.”
Friday night, the Acafellas took
the crowd home.

Donʼt think itʼs supposed to go that way ...
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SIGMA PI SIGMA AND sister organization The Society of Physics Students demonstrated their knowledge of rockets at a local
elementary school last week. The main event for the young students was the launching of their model rockets. ERAU students
launched a model of Burt Rutanʼs SpaceShipOne (above), which quickly veered off course and crashed.
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Making the most SGA impeachment
conducted
of Career Services hearings
Two of
Brian Case

Business Manager
If you have never expressed
interest in an internship, you probably have never met a member of
Career Services. To find out more,
University Director of Career
Services Lisa Kollar spoke with
The Avion at length, discussing
several new programs for flight
students, and some of the lesser
known aspects of Career Services.
According to Kollar, Career
Services is working with several
airlines to pen written agreements
for lower hiring minimums and
guaranteed interviews. EmbryRiddle already has an agreement
with American Eagle that provides reduced minimums and a
guaranteed interview for students
recommended in writing by the
Deanʼs office. Similar agreements
are pending with six other airlines,
including ASA and Mesa Airlines,
although no formal agreement has
been reached.
Kollar admits that in the
past, Career Services and the
Aeronautical Science department
have had communication shortfallings. She hopes the recent
collaboration between the two
departments will foster strong
results. One of the areas for the
greatest growth is AS 380, Pilot
Career Planning and Interviewing
Techniques,
a
required
Aeronautical Science course.

“Iʼm confident that between the
College of Aviation and Career
Services youʼre going to see some
much needed changes,” she said.
Career Services provides more
for students than hiring help. Kollar
describes her office as a “resource
center, not a job placement center”
for students and alumni. In addition to internships, Career Services
provides mock interviews and
connections with alumni. Alumni
connections can be the most
valuable, giving graduates access
to the inside track at a company.
Fifty-three percent of the spring
2005 graduates had a job or continued their education immediately
after graduation. After one year the
figure jumps to 97 percent. ERAU
Alumni.org is an online directory of
graduates, searchable by employer,
making it a great resource
for students.
Only 40 percent of students are
registered with Career Services
through its web site. Registering
provides a host of benefits, like
weekly newsletters from their
respective program managers.
Even as University Director of
Career Services, Koller understands that she will never attract
every student to her office.
“I graduated from the Prescott
campus, and I didnʼt even know
we had a Career Services office,”
she admits. Still, she hopes that
her staff can be a valuable asset
in helping students transition from
college into their careers.

Ryan Buckley plead “responsible”
to the charge of failing to meet
his office hour requirement, and
is required to write a similar letter. Both Harmon and Buckley are
graduating seniors.
Three members of the Student
Finance Board (SFB) came before
the court to face the same charges
as the SRB members. Two of the
members were found “not responsible” and Mettin dropped charges
Brian Case
against a third.
Business Manager
In the April 11 issue of The
Avion, it was reported that 10
The Student Court held six members of SGA were charged.
hearings last Thursday on charges Prior to the April 20 hearraised by Student Government ings, three of the charges were
Association member Jonathan dropped by Mettin. One memMettin. The charges against each ber of the SFB rescheduled the
member
were
hearing for this
identical; that
week, according
each
member
to Chief Justice
failed to comAndrew Leech.
plete his or her
When asked
... I felt they weren’t
required office
why
press
living up to their
hours. Mettinʼs
charges at all,
p o s i t i o n
Mettin respondduties.
within SGA is
ed by saying,
Managing Editor
“they get a
of The Avion.
tuition voucher
- JONATHAN METTIN
Three
of
to do a job the
charged
representing the
were members of the Student students - and I felt they werenʼt
Representative Board (SRB). living up to their duties.”
After hearing the evidence, Mettin
Members of the SRB and SFB
dropped one of the charges, but receive a 10 percent discount
hearings proceeded on the two on tuition, excluding mandatory
remaining individuals. Human fee, room and board. At a miniFactors student Jessica Harmon mum, members of the SRB and
was found responsible on a SFB are required to attend their
technicality, and was assigned a respective weekly meetings and
two-page letter addressed to the serve a minimum of three office
incoming members of the SRB. hours per week.

six found
‘responsible,’
one pending
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President’s wife establishes Women’s Club for Embry-Riddle
Melanie Pugh
Chief Copy Editor

Play an important role on campus
and make a difference! Following
up on the success of Marchʼs
Womenʼs History Month, Mrs.
Maurie Johnson, wife of EmbryRiddleʼs interim President, Dr. John
Johnson, is forming an innovative
Womenʼs Club for the Daytona

Beach Campus. Female students,
faculty and staff members are welcome and encouraged to take part
in this exciting new opportunity.
Spouses of staff members and interested community members are also
welcome to join.
The purpose of the organization is
to promote a warm, inviting atmosphere for the female population on
campus and is following in the footsteps of the already-established club

at the Prescott, Ariz. campus.
The club will aim to help women
to be successful in all aspects of
their lives by providing funding for
scholarships, holding educational
seminars, bringing in speakers, and
providing essential information and
sources of networking. Mrs. Johnson
said the club will also assist on a
case-by-case basis, for instance, if a
female student needs a plane ticket
home in the event of an emergency.

“As the co-chair and founder of
our ERAU Womenʼs History Month
Committee, this is a welcomed new
development from our Presidentʼs
office and certainly attests to the
commitment of the President and
his wife, Maurie, to make ERAU a
welcoming place for all women—
students, staff, and faculty, by providing women with tools, such as
exciting seminars and student scholarships, to be successful. I look for-

Advertisement

ward to being a part of this exciting
new club,” said Dr. Joanne DetoreNakamura, Assistant Professor of
Humanities and Communication.
The first organizational meeting
of the Embry-Riddle Womenʼs Club
will take place on Tuesday, May 2,
2006 in the Fountain Room of the
Student Village; a free catered lunch
will be provided to all attendees. To
RSVP, or for more information,
please contact Mrs. Ingrid Weeks,

the
Presidentʼs
administrative
assistant at ingrid.weeks@erau.edu.
A survey regarding the club is
also in circulation, and committees
are being formed to support different aspects of funding this worthwhile cause, including Promotions,
Fundraising, Media, By-Laws
and Special Events. To access the
survey, check under the Daytona
Beach campus announcements on
Blackboard or e-mail Mrs. Weeks.
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Student: Mettin The Avion staffed by volunteers
piece unfounded
I would like to respond to your the student vote back in the Board
article in Todayʼs Avion (April 18, of Trustees? ITʼS NOT!
2006), “Yes, I am saying that my
As far as the tuition vouchers, give
SGA has done a bad job. No sir, I me a break. You knew darn well that
am not on SGA. I do however plan in your position that you were not
on becoming part of SGA with in the going to get a tuition voucher. If
next few months, already discussing you want one so bad, run for the
my plans with curExcutive Board.
rent SGA officials
Donʼt complain
and faculty.
about it.
I am not going
Also, you menI am not going to tion Per Article
to sit here and
defend our SGA,
Section 1,
sit here and defend IV,
but I will say
Part b. You are
that they have
complaining that
our SGA ...
done their best
McCook and the
to do what they
SGA is taking
- JASON SCHUESSLER
could this year
credit for such
for the students.
things as off
One paragraph
campus use of the
in the article struck me so hard, I eagle card, etc. Well, isnʼt McCook
couldnʼt believe it. “I would like responsible for activities conto remind Ms. McCook...” and ducted by the SGA? You are highly
you go on about your involvement contradicting yourself.
in SGA and on campus.
For the future, before you write
Can you please explain to me an article concerning the SGA and
how putting in 50 hours a week in what a poor job they are doing,
the Avion office is benefiting our get out from behind your desk in
students other than giving them the Avion office, run for somenews around the area? Can you thing a little more important in
please explain to me how putting SGA, and do something about it.
50 hours a week in the office is Quit your complaining!
lowering our tuition, or even putting
~Jason Schuessler

“

”

Collier comments
on Student Gov’t

I thought it might be appropri- that every member of SGAʼs legate to share a few thoughts as I islative branch walked right into
prepare to depart Embry-Riddle for this critical function without facthe real world. I will preface my ing opposition; in this position,
thoughts with a disclaimer: There they are entitled to tuition breaks,
will be no order to this column, incentives and other perks. This,
as I intend to just ramble until I my friends, is a damn shame.
am out of thoughts or space.
It is also indicative of the lack
Students like to complain about of interest in SGA as a result of
Embry-Riddle.
the
previous
None of us are
administrationʼs
innocent in this
failure to estabregard. All of us
lish responsibility
Student
have done our
and accountabilfair share of comity among its
Government
failed
plaining, but at the
elected members.
same time, few of
There is no lonthis year.
us have also done
ger a prestige
our share of pitchassociated with
MATT
COLLIER
ing in to make
the
institution.
a difference.
I excited at the
P e r s o n a l l y,
prospect that the
I have done so by immersing Clapper administration will be able
myself in all that Embry-Riddle to rebuild and strengthen SGA.
has to offer. From my scandalous
I have plenty of thoughts for
time in housing to my reign of what could be done to revive SGA,
tyranny in Student Government, but I will reserve them until asked
it has always been my perogative by the new administration.
to make this a better university. In
The student body should learn
this process, I have endured a great to take more pride in our great
deal of ridicule and stress, both of University. They could start by
which have been balanced by a turning out to vote in SGA elecgreat deal of praise and rewards.
tions. This yearʼs voter turnout
Student Government failed this was a paultry 12 percent. This is
year. The administration lacked the a little more than a third of last
will and tact required to effectively yearʼs turnout. Question: What
continue the success of the previous happened?
Answer:
Nothing.
years. Upon assuming office, they That was the problem.
dismantled the SGA communicaBut I have learned that life
tions structure which was a unifying moves in cycles with inevitable
force. If you have followed the past ups and downs. With every down
five years worth of election cam- comes the opportunity to rebuild.
paigns, you will know that nearly As the wise Matt Tarnowski would
every platform has been based on say, “It is a matter of turning
enhancing communication. That adversity into opportunity.”
begs the question: Why did they
Although I am not out of
fire the communications director thoughts, my space is almost gone, I
and eliminate the position?
must close by saying that I am very
I donʼt know the answer to excited at the prospect of joining the
the question, but I do know that ranks of thousands of Embry-Riddle
the result has been devastating. alumni that have come before me. I
Intra-SGA relations have been know that I am who I am as a result
negatively impacted, resulting in of this great University, and I thank
apathy and declining participation.
the many people across this campus
The Student Representative who have contributed to my growth
Board (SRB) faced a non-competi- and development over the years.
tive election this year. That means
~Matt Collier

“

”

Student Forum

The Avion has always been a
volunteer organization. In our
masthead, we assert that we are
an organization by students, for
students. Our members are devoted to the paper; otherwise they
would not be here. Individually,
we are all motivated to help
the paper remain one of the top
college papers in the country.
However, we are all individuals, and we are all still students,
first and foremost. When it comes
down to the line, as with all
organizations we must defer to
more important things on a personal basis. When there is a story
request, it is at the mercy of our
members and their schedules.
If a story is requested by an
organization, it is placed into
our story list and presented
to our reporting staff.
Being a volunteer organization, we cannot force a story on
a reporter who does not want to
take it, so it is up to those who

volunteer at the meeting to take route that would give an objective
the stories we try to hand out. If no overview of the event or story in a
one takes it, no one will cover it.
conventional newspaper fashion.
This is just the way things
The other alternative is to have
work in the newspaper, and to someone from your organization
try to change it
write the parwould require a
ticular story and
change in how
submit it for the
our membership
“Student Life”
Our
members
is organized.
page. This is
are devoted to the the best way for
There are two
good ways to
member
paper; otherwise they aor club
avoid this parofficer to be
ticular situation.
able to write
would not be here.
First,
anyone
subjectively
- BOB SCHEID
who is afraid
about his or her
that The Avion
group, to get
will not be able
students excited
to cover stories relevant to them, about the event and join their
especially on campus, are more group, or just become more
than welcome to join our staff and aware of their organization.
take those stories and write them
The styles in which these types
for the paper. We provide training of stories are written are signifiand help, and we have our doors cantly different. If your style is
open for new recruits, regardless more factual, and you are willof your year, standing, experience, ing and able to write objectively
or any other factor. This is the about events on campus, in the
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industry and around the world
(depending on the type of stories
you end up contributing), then
joining the staff of The Avion is a
fun and rewarding activity which
can serve you in the future.
However, if your loyalties
lie with one group, some club
or organization that you really
can get excited about and want
to spread the word, we encourage you to submit something
in that spirit for Student Orgs.
Limitations in space and manpower on the staff of The Avion
have always been the factors that
determine what content is able to
be published that week. Additions
to the paper are always welcome, by new staff members and
organization members alike.
If there are ever any questions
about this, we also encourage you
to stop by our office in the Student
Center. Our door is open 9-5
Monday through Friday.
~Bob Scheid

Prof. weighs in on religious debate
Last week Dick Bagbyʼs wrote is sure to spread if no one were
some interesting comments. The allowed to hurt Gregʼs feelgist of his comments was that ings. Dick Bagby asks Muslims
it would be great if Muslims to choose Jesus as Lord, and
apostasized from Islam.
Greg Hershkowitz calls Dick
Reinhold
Schlieper,
Greg a rascist etc. who is ready for
Hershkowitz,
and
Jennifer re-education and ʻrecantationʼ.
Carney all think that Dick is terThis place isnʼt quite a comrible to say so. Reinhold said munist gulag yet, so my advice
Bagby was naïve,
to Greg is to get
but then couldnʼt
a brown bag and
help but change
breathe slowly.
subject
and
Then get a cof... Atheistic
blamed ʻReligionʼ
fee and come and
for many of the
governments were chat.
wars in the world.
I completely
responsible for 100
This is somewhat
agree
with
ironic since he
Jennifer
about
million murders ...
professes to assothe vapidity of
- JAMES WANLISS
ciate himself with
much Christian
Communists and
evangelism.
atheists. In the
Some people act
20th Century, Atheism (self-pro- as if a mere incantation, prayclaimed absence of Religion) has ing X-times in the right direction
committed most of the slaughter of etc., is a sure road to heaven.
innocent peoples.
But Jennifer is surely ignorant
An estimate (a very conserva- of Quranic doctrine.
tive estimate) is that self-conWith only a few million
sciously Atheistic governments Moslems living in the United
were responsible for 100 mil- States most American people,
lion murders across the globe until recently, had a reasonable
– the communist Chinese and excuse for ignorance.
Soviets being the main culprits.
Contact the Saudi Embassy and
I guess if you want to make an ask for a Qurʼan, thatʼs where I
atheistic utopia you must be got my recent translation. Read it.
prepared to break a few eggs.ʼ
The purpose of the MSA lecture by
Greg had a hissy fit because his Abu Nour was Daʼwa – the spreadfeelings were hurt by someone ing of the Islamic faith rather than
suggesting that there might actu- some secular humanist mishmash
ally be right and wrong.
about diversity and how Abraham,
No one enjoys the realization Jesus,
Buddha
Muhammad,
that they might be wrong on an and Pie-in-the-Sky should all
important issue. It certainly can just agree to get along.
hurt a personʼs self-esteem. Being
During the lecture the superiignorant is worse, and ignorance ority of Islam was proclaimed,
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CORRECTION:
Due to an editing error in the
April 18, 2006 edition of The Avion, a
letter to the editor written by Dr. Joanne
Detore-Nakamura titled “The learning
disabled are not inferior,” was incorrectly
attributed to Ms. Vanessa Lloyd.
The Avion regrets the error.

consistent with Quranic verses
such as: “You, the Umma, are the
best of peoples, evolved from mankind. All others are inferior. (verse
110 of the Sura Aal-i Imran).
Fair enough, it doesnʼt bother
me. In the USA people can believe
what they will and talk about it.

But I wonder whether Greg, or
Jennifer, or Reinhold would be
upset enough to ask the MSA
to renounce such teachings of
Arab-Islamic cultural superiority.
Probably not. If only their angst
was consistent.
~Dr. James Wanliss

Closing Chapter
It is not everyday we have the
Effectively, we have been transopportunity to write an ending on formed. From high-schoolers, no
a chapter in our lives. Though more capable of doing laundry
Iʼm not sure what next fall holds than preparing an accounting
for me, I am sure I wonʼt be here statement, we have grown into
for the summer. After writing The professionals. As graduates, we
Noth Factor for more than two may become pilots, financiers,
years, it is with a heavy heart that underwriters, or, even lowly
I close this chapter of my life.
Ph.D.s. But, certainly our profesWriting The Noth Factor intro- sional lives will not be the limit
duced me to people
of our achievements.
that I would not have
We were not merely stumet otherwise. It also
dents: we were friends
gave me the opportuand leaders. Sometimes
nity to express my feelwe made great deciings in a light-hearted,
sions, decisions that
sarcastic way.
changed our lives; other
While I may have
times we made poor
offended some with
decisions, decisions that
my off-color comments
changed our lives.
and facetious rants, I Christopher A.
And just as we were
Noth
only wanted to make
not only students, we
people laugh and to
will certainly not only
Columnist
make them think.
be pilots and financiers.
Rather than finishing on a sour For some of us, our most impornote, I thought it would be most tant roles will be as husbands
appropriate to conclude with my and fathers, wives and mothers.
graduation speech, given at the In this room there is not only a
College of Business graduation future CEO, but a future little
last December:
league coach. And whoʼs to say
When you go to the store, you that one is more important, more
pay money and leave with some- valuable than the other?
thing you can touch. Some might
Really, there is no difference
argue that when you pay for a in the importance of the roles
college education, you leave with we played here. Some of us were
nothing you can touch, noth- A students, and others are just
ing you can feel. I would argue glad to be graduating. Some of
otherwise, and Iʼm not talk- us led clubs, but not all of us.
ing about a piece of fine paper That doesnʼt matter, though. The
with a few signatures.
things that made us different are
A while ago, we entered much less important than the
Embry-Riddle with a wide things that made us the same.
variety of dreams. As we exit, We all struggled to stay awake
we exit with a different, but in International Accounting; we
equally wide variety of goals.
all stressed over economics tests;
For some, big dreams have we all missed good opportunities.
been made more realistic, while But just as we failed, we sucfor others small-town hopes have ceeded two-fold. Now, looking
been converted into big-time real- back, the most important thing to
ity. Our childhood thoughts have remember is not who we were as
been converted from “I want to” individuals, but rather what we
into “I am going to.”
were together: Eagles.

The Avion asks: “What is your favorite pair of underwear and why?”

—Compiled by Jordan Clancy and Ian Hughes

Derrick Pyles
Senior
Communication

Liam McIlhatton
Junior
Communication

Whitney Van Brink
Junior
Business

Britney Commander
Freshman
Air Traffic Control

Sheri Hashemi
Senior
Aerospace Engineering

Erin Rowett
Junior
Business

“Hanes, because I like
the Michael Jordan
commercials.”

“A thong, because it feels
good under a pair
of soccer shorts.”

“Sponge Bob Square Pants,
because the chicks dig it.”

“The ones with the days of
the weeks on them,
so I can make it any
day of the week.”

“Any pair of Victoriaʼs Secret
because of brand loyalty.”

“Felix the Cat because he
looks like heʼs crawling out
of your shirt.”

SPACE TECHNOLOGY
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NASA trying to make
ET test results work
Curtis Ewbank
Copy Editor

Much work is being done
to make NASA confident the
External Tank (ET) on STS-121
will not shed dangerous amounts
of foam during launch. Several
changes to the past ET design
have been made, and tests are
still underway to determine
if the changes are safe.
In December 2005 the decision was made to remove the
Protuberance Air Load (PAL)
ramps from STS-121’s ET. A
significant chunk of foam fell
from the PAL ramp on STS-114.
Unable to come up with a way
to prevent the shedding, NASA
simply decided to remove the PAL
ramps.
Computer simulations
predict the pressurization lines
and cable tray are capable of withstanding aerodynamic buffeting
without the PAL ramp.
However, wind tunnel tests have
shown that removal of the PAL
ramp causes significant buffeting
on an “ice/frost ramp.” A redesigned ice/frost ramp was created
to withstand the increased loads.
Further wind tunnel tests indicate
the redesigned ice/frost ramp
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Atlas 5 roars into orbit

actually shed more foam than the as to whether or not a fuel
previous version. More tests are loading test to verify the replace
planned and other design changes Engine Cut-Off (ECO) sensors
are under consideration before in the ET should be done.
a final decision is made.
The
ECO
sensors
in
To
alleviate
aerodynamic STS-121’s ET were replaced after
stresses associated with the one was discovered to be faulty.
new configuration, NASA has
Engineers believe expansion
announced STS-121 will follow a and contraction of the ET during
“Low Q” flight profile. During all multiple fueling cycles causes
ascents, the Space Shuttle Main stress that leads to foam loss.
Engines (SSMEs) are throttled They argue the health of the
down while the vehicle passes ECO sensors can be determined
through the region of maximum through electrical testing.
aerodynamic
NASA
is
pressures.
working
hard
In a Low
to
complete
Q flight, the
a redesign of
SSMEs
are
the ET before
... the redesigned
throttled down
STS-121’s
ice/frost ramp [has]
earlier and lonlaunch in July.
ger than in a norIt strives to
actually shed more
mal ascent. Low
eliminate
a
foam ...
Q flights are not
foam shedding
unusual; accordproblem which
- CURTIS EWBANK
ing to NASA
has been presspokesman Kyle
ent from the
Herring, “We’ve
very beginning
flown Low Q for
of the Space
almost every mission until we start- Transportation System program.
ed flying to the Mir Space Station
Indeed, on STS-1, Robert
and we wanted to maximize our Crippen commented about the
ascent performance and payload windshield
being
peppered
weight to orbit capability.”
with “popcorn,” foam from the
There has also been debate then-painted-white ET, on launch.
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Venus Express sends images
Nicole Titus

Staff Reporter

The first images of the Venus’
south pole were returned via
the European Space Agency’s
Venus Express spacecraft on
13 April, exposing an intense
sky of sulfuric acid clouds.
For numerous years, scientists have been unable to catch a
glimpse of the hot planet shrouded
by thick and hazy clouds.
Venus Express was equipped
with infrared and visible cameras
that were able to capture images
of the atmosphere at about 34
and 40 miles above the surface.

The images were taken 12
April during the spacecraft’s
initial orbital insertion after
a
successful
rendezvous
with the planet the previous day.
Images of the southern portion
of the planet were of particular
interest to scientists because this
area of Venus had never been
photographed before. They were
especially intrigued by the mysterious vortex that was positioned
almost directly above the south
pole. This cloud structure was previously suspected to exist because
a parallel formation is present
above the north pole as well.
“Just one day after arrival, we
are already experiencing the hot,

dynamic environment of Venus,”
said Dr. Hakan Svedham, Venus
Express project scientist.
A series of engine and thruster
burns gradually eased the probe’s
entry into Venus’ hot exterior.
Quality images of the mysterious planet have not been
provided until now, even with
about 20 Russian and U.S.
missions to Venus since 1962.
Some of the earlier probes
managed to make it completely
through the scorching atmosphere to the concealed surface,
but were only able to put out
data for about an hour before
the probe lost its ability
to work appropriately.
Advertisement

PHOTO COURTESY BEN COOPER/SPACEFLIGHTNOW.COM

A LOCKHEED MARTIN ATLAS 5 rocket lofted a European television broadcasting satellite into orbit
from Launch Complex 41 at Cape Canaveral last Thursday. Liftoff occured to the exact second as
planned out nearly six months ago and was the 79th consecutive success for the Atlas program.
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10 things to do other than studying during finals

COLLAGE BY ZACH MANHONE

Review: new Flaming Lips album rocks the masses
Zach Mahone

Diversions Editor
The Flaming Lips had their
latest release in four years with
their highly anticipated album “At
War with the Mystics.” As usual
Coyne and company are out there
in this psychedelic post modern
Pink Floyd album.
I am not going to lie; it
takes a pretty open musical
mind to get into this album,
like much of the Flaming Lips
material in general. However,
once the jump is made, listeners
will find that this album takes
them to the edge and back with
musical genius.
The album starts off from zero
to sixty with the opening single

the “Yeah Yeah Yeah Song.”
Coyne questions the fact that
all power in the most powerful
country in the world is driven
by the top five percent earners.
The
music
is
surprisingly
happy with cryptic lyrics. Dry
funk follows the very groovy
“Free Radicals.”
The very catchy melody of
“The Sound of Failure” will
have listeners unconsciously
tapping feet and bobbing heads.
Experimental
jazz
is
even
explored in the instrumental
“The Wizard Turns on.”
Track seven “It Overtakes Me,”
has a very similar tone to “Free
Radicals” for the first half of the
song. Halfway through Coyne
takes listeners on a stargazing trip
that brings them to a quaint little

acoustic depart that is nothing like
the beginning of the song.
“W.A.N.D.” is the best representation of the party life that
breathes within the Flaming Lips.
This song is something that can be
imagined seeing live every time it
is heard with its recognizable tone
and catchy licks.
The closing track, “Goin’
On” ends on a much different
tone than the beginning of the
album. There are no answers
here, and while the questioning pursuit might lead to bizarre
and manic results, it is never a
meaningless pursuit.
Likewise, the Flaming Lips
have their share of misses on
this album, but the structuring and re-examining of their
vision remains fascinating.

IMAGE COURTESY WARNER BROTHERS
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Sudoku
Easy

Medium

Medium

Hard

By Jonathan Mettin

You would think after all the opinions about
racism we would be politically correct. You
would think.

by Wes Oleszewski

Down
1. Before losing her powers, the good
mutant who controlled metal
3. Son of Magneto

ONE MONTH UNTIL X-MEN III
5. A raginʼ Cajun
6. Star of the “X-Men Legends”
game
7. Your speakers have NOTHING on
him
8. Time traveler
9. Shadow King has a beef with him
11. Colossusʼ girlfriend (not her codename)
12. Hex powers and probability
13. Alex Summers
14. Fat mutant
15. A very powerful Jean Grey
16. “The Siberian Express”
17. Leading lady of the Brotherhood
19. Holocaust victim
22. Inventor extraordinaire
24. She was once romantically linked
to Magneto
25. Anti-mutant machine
26. Xavierʼs half-brother
28. The playboy and prankster of the
X-men
29. Cyclopsʼ son
30. Marvel Girl
33. He can only manipulate the fire
35. Good olʼ Mortimer

LAST WEEKʼS ANSWERS

B3
WORD SEARCH

The Riddle of Life

Across
2. Shadowcatʼs dragon
4. A Weapon X victim who hates one
like him
8. Brains meet brawn
10. Japanese superhero
14. First name of the Sentinel master
15. She now inhabits the body of the
assassin who tried to kill her
18. Likes gardening
20. Since a bump on the head his power
is stuck in “on” mode
21. Rumored to be the first mutant
23. Prominent Morlock leader
27. Lady Deathstrike thinks he stole her
fatherʼs work
31. Raised in a mall
32. Extremely wealthy, and one of the
first X-men to fly
34. Skilled in swordplay
36. Five fingers of death, times two
37. “The White Queen”
38. Anti-mutant government official
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Monopoly
Backgammon
Stratego
Chess
Risk
Scrabble
Checkers
Clue
Reversi
Sorry
Dreamphone
Pachisi
Candyland
Trouble
Moustrap
Scene It
Life
Guess Who

STUDENT LIFE
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Iron Eagles Rugby strikes again Pi Kappa Alpha
Brian Richardson

Iron Eagles Rugby Club Coach
Last Saturday April 15, at the
ERAU recreation field north of
the Student Village, the Eagles
defeated the Naples Hammerheads
53-10. One of the largest crowds the
Eagles have ever played in front of
witnessed the Eagles win the State
Finals once again. Last year, this
small rugby club finished third in
the nation in Division 3 competition.
This year they moved to Division 2
and have so far achieved the same
result. They return to the South
Championship this weekend April
29 and 30 in Mobile, Ala.
The Eagles first played Charleston,
a team that made it to the elite 8 last
year, a hard-nosed team that has only

lost once this season, to nationally
ranked number 1 Atlanta Old White.
Atlanta Old White plays Florida runner up Miami who is ranked number
11. While the Eagles are ranked
number 31 and Charleston did not
make the list both teams will have
something to prove.
The Eagles are trying not to look
past Charleston to the potential
day two game against Old White.
Old White defeated the Eagles this
summer on the rugby version of
the Hail Mary pass in the South
7’s championships in Atlanta.
The goal this weekend is to win
the South Championship, beat
the number 1 ranked team in the
country, and avenge that close loss
from last summer.
The Eagles need only to win one
game to qualify for the National

Sweet 16 in Columbia, S.C. May
13 and 14. Two wins there and
the Eagles will fly to the National
Final Four in San Diego, Calif.
June 3 and 4.
Come join the Eagles Wednesday,
April 26 at 9 p.m. at Tir Na Nog
Irish pub, beachside on International
Speedway Blvd., for a “Good Luck
in Nationals” party. The team will
also be hosting an auction at the
party to raise money for their travel
expenses during playoffs. There are
some great donations from local
businesses including massages, a
trip to the Keys, a weekend stay at a
local hotel, haircuts, lobster dinners
and many, many more great items.
Please come out and wish the team
luck and enjoy the auction.
Also of note, five players
from ERAU were invited to the

South Collegiate All-Star camp
at Clemson University in S.C.
May 16-19: Grad Student Dan
VanDellen, Senior Alex Wanyama,
Junior Eric Kvam and Sophomores
Chad Dionne and Marhall Newell
will be playing.
The Rugby Club plays and
practices all year round at the recreational field north of the Student
Village Tuesdays and Thursdays 6-8
p.m. You can come out and watch,
support or join anytime.
Rugby is easy to learn and all you
need is shoes, shorts and an old tshirt; cleats are recommended. In the
summer we practice 7 vs. 7 rugby,
which is even easier to learn. If you
can not get out this summer look out
for our recruiting drive this fall as we
add a completely independent Iron
Eagles Collegiate Rugby team.

Pledges

Gamma Class
For the entire spring 2006
semester
at
Embry
Riddle
Aeronautical University, Pi Kappa
Alpha has given Michael
Desmond, Michael DiMasi,
Terrence
Drew,
Julian
Galindo, Keith Heck, Kevin
Henderson, Sean Meighan,
and Alex Vergo the opportunity to pledge a great fraternity. Throughout this process,
we as the Gamma Pledge Class
have formed unbelievably close
bonds within ourselves, the type of
friendship we could only compare
to akin to friends since childhood.
It is because of these tight bonds
that we were able to accomplish

Semi-Annual Graduation and Alumni Ceremony
Soo Chern Yap

SIAA Public Relations Dept.
On April 20 2006, the Singapore
International Aerospace Association
(SIAA) held its Semi-Annual
Graduation and Alumni Inauguration
Ceremony at the COA Atrium. The
event was to honor the graduating
seniors of SIAA: Jonathan Hung,
Victor Chai, Choon Hean Yew, Brian
Dreyer, Ji Yeon Park, Judy Chui and
Gaithiry Rathnakumar and to also
announce the kick-off of the ERAU
Alumni Affinity Group – Singapore.
Each of these members have sacrificed tremendous time and effort not
only to the association, but many of
these graduating seniors were also
the founding members and served
on the Executive Board of SIAA.
The event was jointly organized
by SIAA and the Alumni Relations
Office. It started off with a speech
by Mr. Wayne Munson, Director of
Alumni Relations and Development.

In his speech, he spoke about how
important it was to be involved in
activities out of classrooms, especially those related to achieving an
individual’s future goals. He also
congratulated the SIAA team for
their success in the Underwater
Project Groups, during the recent
Asian Aerospace Exhibition held in
Singapore. After his speech, certificates of appreciation were awarded
to the graduating seniors.
The event carried on with a
speech by Mr. Bill Hampton, the
advisor of SIAA. As an encouraging
and motivating advisor, Hampton
was there to guide SIAA. Indeed,
the success of SIAA can be summarized through his own words, “again
and again, the members of SIAA are
making ideas into reality.” The reality, however, could not have been
possible without Bill’s support and
faith in SIAA.
Lastly, John To, President
of SIAA, gave a few words to
summarize the year’s events. To

mentioned some key events which
took place recently, such as the
Experiences Singapore 2005: An
American University Education
Fair, which was held in July of
2005. This event managed to put
ERAU side-by-side with top ivy
league schools such as MIT, Cornell
and Yale. Apart from that, SIAA
has managed to build a strong
network with various aerospace
related companies and government
boards in southeast Asia.
SIAA has undoubtedly proven

they can take up the most challenging of challenges and makes wild
ideas into reality. The members
have not only been active in promoting ERAU in various countries in
Asia, they have proven themselves
capable in the eyes of the staff of
staff and faculty. During the Student
Activities Award Presentation
Ceremony held on 19 April 2006,
SIAA and its members bagged a
few awards; SIAA was awarded
Gold Wing Status, the Award For
Excellence in campus leadership,

involvement and international
diversity and the Elite Eagle Award
for outstanding leadership, won by
Jonathan Hung.
With the inauguration of the
alumni chapter in Singapore, SIAA
has further pledged to extend
such ties to the greater southeast
Asian region. We hope to further
ties with aerospace companies
and government bodies in Asia to
allow Embry-Riddle students to
bridge the gap between the United
States and the rest of the world.

Paintball with Vengeance

PHOTO COURTESY MATTHEW ZUMBAR

THE ERAU TOURNAMENT PAINTBALL Team went to the April tournament at OES Paintball
in Kissimmee, Fla. Vengeance Paintball Distributors supplied the team with the paintballs used
at the tournament. From left, Ansel Frayer, Andrew Hamm, Joren McSorely, Erik Armstrong and
Keith Hardman. Not pictured: Matthew Zumbar.
PHOTO COURTESY SOO CHERN YAP

many daunting tasks that were given
to us, including fundraising over
$500, as well as working together
to accomplish over 250 hours
of community service.
We as a pledge class have spent
an enormous amount of time with
one another as would any other
pledge class; however, we feel
that since our class was of
only eight men, it was easy
for us to get close with one
another and be able to form
those bonds. Meighan said,
“This experience was truly a
journey of a lifetime. I can honestly say this process has made us
better men. We are in the process of
belonging to something that is much
greater than us, something that has
withstood the test of time. I am proud
and honored to be a part of the Pi
Kappa Alpha Gamma Pledge Class,”
depicting a true reflection on the general consensus from all the men of the
Gamma Pledge Class. DiMasi stated,
“I moved around a lot in high school
and wasn’t able to really form those
deep friendships that many kids had.
I chose to go Greek for that very reason; to from a deep bond with guys
that had the same interests as myself.
I felt as though Pi Kappa Alpha fit
me best because of everything they
stand for. SLAG- this four letter
acronym has so much meaning and
truth behind it. Scholarship, Leader,
Athlete, Gentleman; these four words
sum up what I feel every man should
strive to be, and if he lacks in one
area than he should compensate for
it in another.”
It was not an easy start though.
Eight complete strangers were
picked to uphold the reputation that
Pi Kappa Alpha stands for. That is
not an easy task to accomplish when
therea are eight completely different mindsets about how a pledge
class should be. Unfortunately,
that showed in the progression.
Communication was not nearly at
the level it should have been. It was
not until about halfway through the
process when the friendships and
bonds started to solidify. Yes, we all
got along and would occasionally go
out for dinner, but it was when we all
realized the little time we had and
the enormous tasks ahead where we
all began to come together and work
towards the same thing as a whole,
not as eight individuals. Just as there
is not an I in team, there is no I in
brotherhood.” When one failed, we
all failed; when one pulled through,
we all succeeded.
Every one of the Gamma Pledge
brothers has grown from this amazing experience. Whether it is becoming a better gentleman or learning
how to step up and take a leadership
position, we have grown because of
the great opportunity Pi Kappa Alpha
gave to us. we are truly proud to
call every one of those men friends
as well as pledge brothers; we can
not think of anyone else to count on
more. Regardless of whether or not
we all make it into the brotherhood
itself, the brotherhood that we have
already formed is there for life, no
matter what happens.
On behalf of the Gamma Pledge
Class, we thank you Brothers
of Pi Kappa Alpha for allowing us to take on this amazing
task, and hopefully we will be
brothers of your fraternity.
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APARTMENTS /
ROOMMATES

APARTMENTS /
ROOMMATES

Room for rent in House
Share home. Nice location close to
Embry-Riddle. Furnished bedroom
with bath. Full use of home; W/D;
Internet access. $350 per month
plus half utilities. References and
deposit required. Call 383-8621

Daytona-Beachside Condo
Looking for a female roommate to
share a luxury furnished oceanview
2 bdr/ 2 bath condo in Ponce
Inlet (25 min to campus). Private
bathroom, on-site indoor/outdoor
pools, jacuzzi, sauna, fitness, golf
and tennis, next to the beach. Cable/
Internet, utilities, washer/dryer all
included. $600/mo + sec. Option
to rent the whole condo until
September for $1,300/mo + sec.
Call 689-2069

Condo for Rent
Two bed, two bath condo. Newly
remodeled. Golf course views.
Community pool. Close to campus,
river and shops. $800/month. First,
last, security. Phone: 295-1230

Apartment for rent
Furnished bedroom with bath
in private home in quiet Daytona
Beach Shores, three blocks from
the beach. $375 per month and
$100 deposit. No lease necessary.
Available immediately.
Phone 252-1158

Furnished room for rent
Furnished bedroom with king
size bed located in an ERAU
neighborhood at Townhouse North.
Located on the corner of Clyde
Morris and Big Tree Rd. Very
clean and comfortable. Beautiful
backyard and den. Six minutes from
ERAU. For more info
contact Mrs. Short at 767-2300

1 Room Available
Room available in a two bedroom/
two bath apartment off of Clyde
Morris at Summer Lakes. Cost:
$400/month. Covers everything!
Quiet and has pool, tennis etc...
Call 761-6491

Furnished Room Available
Available May 1. Close to school
and airport. Big house/ yard with
grill and wireless Internet. $550/mo
plus utilities. Call (321) 234-2234

Room for Rent
Available May 2. Share house
with one other student. Close to
Publix and Walmart. Wireless
Internet.
$625/mo
including
utilities. (518) 727-7444

Room for Rent
Great for roommates. House for
sale in Holly Hill with attached
in-law apartment. 2 kitchens,
bathrooms, 2-car carport with
small workshop. Huge fenced lot,
no house behind. Call Marsha in
Student Employment x7696
CARS/BIKES
2003 Motorscooter
Vento Triton. Red color. 6,500
miles. Includes helmet. $890. Local.
Call 760-7154
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CARS/BIKES
2000 Z24 Chevy Convertible
VIN#
4G1JF32T7YB903720.
Original
owner,
garaged
and well maintained. 45,600
miles, automatic transmission,
efficient, 4 cylinder engine,
power steering, windows and
locks, AC, tilt wheel, premium
stereo/CD and 4-wheel ABS.
Also includes rear spoiler, alloy
wheels, full folding rear seat,
and stainless steel exhaust.
Dark green, tan top and
beige
interior.
Reduced
to
$7,300. For more information,
email skovholr@erau.edu.

‘97 Yamaha YZF600R
Motorcycle runs strong. New
chain, wheel bearings. Tread 90%
rear, 60% front. Recent complete
overhaul. No problems. Minor
scratches, but looks good. Includes
medium jacket and two medium
helmets. $3,650 OBO.
Call Eric 589-3320

1996 Mazda Protege
Automatic, White, 117,000 miles.
Tinted windows, great college car.
Asking $2,000.
Call 405-2173 for more info.

‘93 Kawasaki Vulcan EN500
Great beginner bike - to and from
school bike, good gas mileage, belt
driven, liquid cooled, runs, needs
some work, but still runs. New:
battery, spark plugs, started solenoid,
oil pan, mirrors. $1,200 OBO.
Call Brian @ (970) 310-5943

CARS/BIKES

AVAILABLE JOBS

‘88 Mazda 626
In perfect condition. Dark red
color and very clean. Will make a
great student car. 160,636 miles.
$1,700 Blue Book price OBO.
Call Mrs. Short at 767-2300

JOB ID 3390, 3418,3420, 3408
These
part-time
clerical
positions are available with various
businesses off-campus. Duties will
include clerical computer work,
filing, errands, patient
assistance, phones, etc...

Vento Triton Motorscooter
2003. Red in color. 6,500 miles
49cc includes helmet.
$890. Local 760-7154.

2003 Honda CR250
Low hours, never raced, no
modifications. Asking $3,300/ obo.
Please call Lisa at 451-4646

U-Save Auto Rental
U-Save Auto Rental needs
marketing person to visit hotels,
car repair shops, etc., using THEIR
vehicle to distribute flyers and
information about the company.
Call 258-2225 JOB ID 3173

SERVICES NEEDED
Senior Pictures needed
Need senior pictures or graduation
announcements? Students wanted
for great senior photos! Go to
www.clearlyinfocus.com
for more information.

Advertisement

Cloud Dancer Aviation
Cloud Dancer Aviation is hiring
a Dispatcher. Duties will include
front desk work, reception, aircraft
dispatching and some clerical work.
Call 238-7270 JOB ID 173

AVAILABLE JOBS
Ormond Beach YMCA
YMCA of Ormond is hiring
lifeguard and swim instructors.
Work now and through the summer.
Call Cari at 673-9622
AIRPLANES
Cessna 172
1970 K Model, New 160HP
Lycoming Eninge, IFR, Dual
VORs/Localizer, ILS receiver,
DEME, King radios, new intercom,
avgs 9 gal/hr, new paint a few years
back. Family owned for past 15
years, flies great. Reasonable
way to build flight hours.
Contact Chris @ (901) 219-7724
BOATS
16’ Fiberflass boat w/ 50HP
Strong boat with new substructure.
Needs some work to finish
installing deck and minor electrical.
(Materials
included
mostly)
Steers from center console.
Comes with like new trailer,
outboard that runs, new marine
battery, gas tank, etc... $700 OBO.
Call Eric 589-3320

